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Abstract
According to James R. Meyer, In mathematics, a theorem is intended to be a term for a very
precise and definite concept - a theorem is a statement that is proved,
using rigorous mathematical reasoning, to follow according to a set of logical rules, from a set
of initial statements. These initial statements are usually called axioms, and these are statements
that are accepted without being proven. The set of logical rules which determine how one
statement can follow from another are usually called the rules of inference . And basically,
Gödel's incompleteness theorem is any statement that says that for every formal mathematical
system, there are sentences that cannot be proved to be true or false in that system.

Gödel’s incompleteness theorems
Reputed Austrian American mathematician Kurt Gödel formulated two extraordinary
propositions in mathematical logic. Accepted by all mathematicians they have revolutionized
mathematics, showing that mathematical truth is more than logic and computation. These two
ground breaking theorems changed mathematics, logic, and even the way we look at our
Universe. The cognitive scientist Douglas Hofstadter described Gödel’s first incompleteness
theorem as that in a formal axiomatic mathematical system there are propositions that can neither
be proven nor disproven. The logician and mathematician Jean van Heijenoort summarizes that
there are formulas that are neither provable nor disprovable. According to Peter Suber, inn a
formal mathematical system, there are un decidable statements. S. M. Srivatsava formulates that
formulations of number theory include undecidable propositions. And Miles Mathis describes
Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem as that in a formal axiomatic mathematical system we can
construct a statement which is neither true nor false. [Mathematical variance of liar’s paradox]

Let us recall what the experts say on Gödel’s incompleteness theorems:
In any formal system adequate for number theory, there are formulas that are neither provable
nor disprovable. [1] There exist mathematical statements for which no systematic procedure
could determine whether they are either true or false. There exist undecidable propositions in
mathematics.[2].. there is either a statement “X” and a statement “not X” that can both be proved
(inconsistent) or there is a meaningful statement X that can neither be proved not disproved

(incomplete) within that system. [3] In any consistent axiomatic system (formal system of
mathematics) sufficiently strong to allow one to do basic arithmetic, one can construct a
statement about natural numbers that can be neither proved nor disproved within that
system.[4]In any consistent formalization of mathematics that is sufficiently strong to
define the concept of natural numbers, one can construct a statement that can be neither
proved nor disproved within that system. [5]In any consistent formal system S within which
it is possible to perform a minimum amount of elementary arithmetic, there are statements that
can neither be proved nor disproved. [6] In any logical system one can construct statements that
are neither true nor false (mathematical variations of the liar’s paradox). . [7] …. it will be
possible to construct an arithmetic proposition G, such that neither G, not its negation, is
provable from the axioms. [8] ….If all the theorems of an axiomatic system can be proven then the
system is inconsistent, and thus has theorems which can be proven both true and false.[9] …within

any given branch of mathematics, there would always be some propositions that couldn’t be
proven either true or false using the rules and axioms… of that mathematical branch itself.[10] .
…. there exist certain clear-cut statements that can either be proved or disproved.[11]

His

fundamental results showed that in any consistent axiomatic mathematical system there are
propositions that cannot be proved or disproved within the system . [12] “[My] own work no
longer means much, I came to the Institute merely…to have the privilege of walking home with
Gödel.”Albert Einstein [13]
So, beyond all the mathematical fetter and doubt, we can conclude that Gödel’s incompleteness
theorems simply state that, in a formal axiomatic mathematical system, we can construct a
statement and its denial .
The studies and probes devoted to the fifth Euclidean problem gave birth to a number equivalent
proposition to the fifth postulate and created two fields of non Euclidean mathematics namely
hyperbolic and elliptic geometries. These two branches have wider physical and cosmological
applications. Also, Beltrami, Cayley, Klein, Poincare and others proved that it is impossible to
deduce Euclid V from Euclid I to IV. But Kalimuthu has proved the fifth Euclidean postulate
from the first four postulates of Euclid.[14-21]
To repeat in another sentences,
Euclidean fifth postulate can not be deduced from the first four axioms of Euclid
(Theorem proved by Beltrami, Cayley, Klein, Poincare and others)
Euclidean fifth postulate can be deduced from the first four axioms of Euclid

(Theorems proved by Kalimuthu )
A brief analysis of the above two theorems confirms Gödel’s incompleteness theorems.

Discussion
Thousands of and thousands of TOP mathematicians unsuccessfully tried their best to prove the
fifth postulate of Euclidean geometry to prove as a special theorem only by applying the first
four postulates introduced and applied by Euclid. 2300 years old attempts were yielded more
than thirty equivalent propositions to the fifth postulate. Those investigations created two
branches of non Euclidean math. Namely hyperbolic and Riemannian geometries. These two
discoveries were successfully and beautifully applied by Albert Einstein to formulate his special
and general relativity theories.
Professor Sennimalai Kalimuthu worked on this problem and found several consistent results.
Since the fifth postulate was proved as a mathematical impossibility in the later decades of
eighteenth century by Beltrami et all, Kalimuthu compared his inventions with Gödel’s
incompleteness theorems and concludes that his results re confirms Gödel’s discoveries.
Kalimuthu has published nearly 3o papers on this topic. Out of those 30, eight papers are
outstanding and masterpieces of Kalimuthu.
I must admit that two papers authored by Kalimuthu were retracted. Now days, people are
severely criticizing Kalimuthu for his retracted papers. Einstein was a great genius. He never
accepted quantum physics. He opposed both Freedman and Lemaitre who found from Einstein’s
equation that the Universe is expanding. The noted physicist Stephen hawking challenged that
the Higgs Bosons discovery would be impossible. He even entered in to a bet with Professor
Gordon for a sum of 100 US Dollars. He lost 100 US Dollars after CERN announced the
inventions of Higgs particle.
Hyperbolic and elliptic geometries proposed by Lobachevski and Riemann respectively were
NOT , NOT and NOT accepted by the mathematical community. When Einstein assumed these
two geometries for the formulation of his special and general relativity theories, the mouths of
rival mathematicians were shut once and for all.
Einstein’s relativity theories have been experimentally verified again and again. Please and
please note that scientists are not letting Einstein’s soul to rest in peace. They are making fun of
him.[See the references]
Let us note that the opponents of Lobachevski, Riemann, Einstein and Kalimuthu have found
NOTHING extra ordinary. They are zealous and lazy people.
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